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Manju Kapur is the well-known author of the contemporary period. Being a feminist 

writer, she focuses on the psychological feelings of women in the traditional 

society.She reached at pick point in English Literature by her exploration of conscious 

about the real happenings in the contemporary period. She has dealt with the various 

contemporary issues of the human beings. She has portrayed clash between tradition 

and modernity, women’s sufferings in the male dominated society, matrimonial 

discourse, and women’s search for self-identity and their sufferings and struggle in 

the male dominated society. The exploration of the plight of immigrant people is one 

among her various issues of writing. In her novel The Immigrant, she has explored the 

sense of alienation of a person in aliened land. This research paper is humble attempt 

to explore the sense of alienation as projected in The Immigrant by Manju Kapur. 
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Manju Kapur’s The Immigrant is story of the protagonist Nina who suffers 

from alienation in foreign land due to deep rooted attachment with the homeland. 

Nina is projected as simple, traditional woman who believes in tradition concept of 

living. She is a lecturer at Miranda House, Delhi. She lives with her widowed mother 

who worried about her only daughter’s marriage. Being thirty and still bachelor, both 

ladies suffer because of social gestures and comments about marriage. One day a 

marriage proposal of an NRI dentist came both of them accept it with a lot of 

happiness and positive aspirations. After marriage Nina husband went abroad leaving 

Nina behind because of her incomplete documents. When she got visa she fly over 

abroad but at the airport of Canada she gets treatment as if she is a criminal. She 

writes a note to her husband about her feelings about the humiliation she got at the 

airport.  

Dear Ananda, This is not your country. You are deceived, and you 

have deceived me. You made it out to be a liberal haven when 

everybody loved you. This woman is looking for a reason to get rid of 

me. I am the wrong color; I come from the wrong place. See me in this 

airport, of all the passengers the only one not allowed to sail through 

immigration, made to feel like an illegal alien. See, see, and see. 

(Kapur 106, 107). 

At that time she feels a sense of alienation at foreign land. When she comes to her 

husband’ house she misses her homeland. After few days of happy moment with her 

husband, she faces conflict between home land and alien land.It is even true that the 

first visit to a foreign land can make a person jumbled due to unknown land, people, 

and culture. This generates the sense of homesickness in his mind where he yearns for 

homely environment. This fact is applicable to almost all immigrants like Nina where 

she finds herself alone in a foreign land and cannot bear the sense of loneliness. Her 

husband stays away from home all the day, Nina feels empty and lonely at the home. 
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She feels sad and weeps silently, “I miss home — I miss a job — I miss doing things. 

I feel like a shadow. What am I but your wife?” (237). Nina’s assertion explores her 

sense of alienation.It is difficult for an immigrant to survive in a foreign country 

unless he makes himself familiar with that atmosphere and adapts himself with that 

culture. Some of the immigrants take initiative to adjust with foreign environment but 

their attempts may lead to an utter failure due to gender prejudice or racial 

discrimination. Manju Kapur through Nina explores the pathetic situation of 

immigrant people.She writes:  

Certain Indian becomes immigrants slowly. These immigrants are 

always with two minds. Outwardly, they adjust well, educated, and 

English speaking; they allow misreading assumptions about heart that 

is divided. (120)  

She was new to culture and people from Canada. Her eating habits are too different 

from the local culture.She arrives in Canada with her traditional wear, saris, and 

salwarkameeze. She maintains her Indian identity by wearing her traditional clothes 

and considers this an integral part of her identity as an Indian woman.However, 

Canadian winter forced her wearing western clothing suited for environment. Nina 

hates the way western clothes make her feel and look, and feels a part of her identity 

as an Indian woman slowly slipping away. Nina finds cloths as a connection link to 

India. Kapur has expressed Nina’s attachment to her previous identity in words: 

She took out her saris and stroked the intricate woven surfaces. 

Benarasi, Kanjeevaram, Orissa patola, Gujarati patola, Bandhani; she 

had fancied carrying all parts of India to Canada in her clothes. 

She…gazed at thematic of the green, yellow and red Gujarati weave. 

(112) 

The above lines explore the Nina’s attachment to the Indian identity. Eating 

habits too make effect on her life, when she finds out that Ananda eats meat she feels 

betrayed at this behavior, which she interprets as misrepresentation. For Nina 

vegetarianism is the core of their culture and believes food connects them to the 

memories of India. Manju Kapur has described the act of cooking and eating Indian 

food in the novel, which symbolizes the shared consumption of that which is Indian: 

Turmeric…red chilies…onions and garlic...releasing sweet sharp 

smells…cumin and coriander…these smells and imagined sights 

travelled across the world from north India to eastern Canada to kick 

her sharply in the stomach. (Kapur 139) 

The above lines depicts Nina’s adherence to her Indian identity. Nina finds 

difficult to cope with the new environment, new culture, and habits of aliened land. 

She becomes more attached to her own land than ever she had been in India. Satendra 

Nandan puts it in his essay on The Politics of Dispossession and Exile: 

What then is writer's enigma of survival? Initially, it is an outrage of 

more horrendous fates of people elsewhere. One is dislocated from one 

world, but is connected to so many others. Suddenly they become 

closer to one's own. The writer then tries to find new ways of being 

human, new ways of redefining his humanity, new ways of recognizing 

his inseparable humanity with others. (20) 

Nina feels isolated in Canada though she is with her husband. In this way Manju 

Kapur has projected Nina’s sense of alienation and her sufferings due to it. Because of 

alienation Nina became depressed and suffocated due to new environment. Kapur 

brilliantly catches Nina’s sense of alienation in foreign land. 
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